8 Keys to Building
Organization Wide Coaching Culture
Ask the right questions
Build trust by starting from the top
Adopt a common language where teams self-coach
Training our employees
Build a coaching routine
Make Managers Accountable For Developing Employees
Be clear and strategic
Address potential obstacles to action plans

Ask the right questions
The essential activities of coaching were originally described in the GROW model, a simple but
powerful framework developed by Sir John Whitmore to guide coaches in structuring conversations.
A coaching conversation typically centers upon some of these following elements:
• Goals: identifying and clarifying goals of the coaching conversation and longer- term goals;
• Reality: describing the reality surrounding each goal, including previous efforts, anticipated
obstacles, and feedback;
• Options: exploring potential actions and alternatives for pursuing the goal, and the reality
surrounding those actions; and
• What is to be done, when, by whom, and the will to do it: making the goal a priority, identifying
the support needed, and committing to take concrete actions.
Sir John Whitmore, Coaching For Performance (Boston: Nicholas Brealey, 2002).

Build trust by starting from the top
Psychometrics are often used in context of knowing more ‘about a
person’. “The results tell me that you will be better off in a sales role.”
“The results tell me that you are better off as an individual contributor.”
“Boxing” people up have a tendency to invite a defensive mindset.
Some organisations make things worse by not releasing the results to
the respondents – “The organisation paid for it anyway. Now I know all
about you.” This uneven balance of power starts the coaching
conversation on a wrong note.
Consider starting by having senior leaders to adopt a few coaching
basics — listening, asking questions, encouraging others to reflect and
develop insights before taking action. Then guide them to coach their
most respected team members.

Adopt a common language where teams selfcoach

The days of sitting in three-day courses designed to "fix" skill
deficiencies are done. Time-consuming weekly one-on-one meetings to
coach are done. Once a year coaching performance review are done.
The new model for high performance is to implement handson, learn/do programs related to specific business outcomes, where
teams receive on the job training and mentoring from an expert,
and hold themselves accountable to perform at a high level.

Training our employees
A client asks me “What happens if I train my employees and they leave me?”
“What happens if you don’t train your employees and they decide to stay?” I
answered.
If we are going to successfully integrate coaching into our workplace culture,
we must train individuals at all levels of the organization in coaching practice.
External consultants and experts working on time based projects provide
value in setting up the framework and specific interventions, but to build a
coaching culture, the expertise must reside within the organisation, to better
ensure alignment at all levels.

Build a coaching routine
Coaching is a way of being, and as such, we can't simply integrate it.
We just have to understand what it is and do it. It's not the same as
adding carrots to your stew. So the key is to educate teams about what
coaching is and then have them do it — coach each other.
One team at Amazon created a coaching culture by allocating 15 min of
their time at every project kick off meeting by reviewing the team’s
profile and identifying potential area of conflicts (before they even
occur!), and how they can leverage on their collective strengths to
better achieve project goals.

Make Managers Accountable
For Developing Employees
Create a coaching culture by tying this activity to the company's
mission, and hold every manager accountable for coaching employees
to help them master their jobs and learn new skills. Create a structured
process with clear goals for coaching employees. Be sure to make time
and resources available to guarantee success. Reward managers who
meet or exceed these goals and re-evaluate those who don't.

Be clear and strategic
If we don't already have a clear definition of what coaching is, you need
to have one so everyone in the organization is in sync with what it
means, especially compared to mentoring, training, consulting, etc.
Then, ensure coaching is not an "ad hoc" activity, but is truly integrated
into your overall talent management strategy. How does it fit with all
other aspects of our employee lifecycle?

Address potential obstacles to action plans
Ask what obstacles might prevent success in taking the action being
discussed. To help realistically predict obstacles, ask, “If we are talking about
this in two weeks, what might prevent you from taking the planned action?”
Obstacles may not be intellectually challenging, but dealing with them
involves taking the time to anticipate, making a plan to deal with them, and
taking actions consistent with the plan. Sometimes, it may feel unnecessary
or even overly negative to ask about obstacles; however, providing space to
recognize obstacles and plan appropriate actions is a key part of the coaching
conversation. Frequently, goals are not achieved because of small things that
could be easily addressed. Peer-coaching conversations in an informal setting
can help identify the need to take these seemingly small actions.
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